FALL 2011 SEMINAR SERIES

DEPARTMENT OF
Molecular Biosciences

3:30 PM • Mondays • 1005 Haworth Hall • Lawrence Campus

AUGUST

August 16
Kent Golic
University of Utah

August 22
Scott Hafty
Molecular Biosciences
University of Kansas

August 29
Liang Tang
Molecular Biosciences
University of Kansas

AUGUST

Scott Hefty
Molecular Biosciences
University of Kansas

SEPTEMBER

September
Stuart Macdonald
Molecular Biosciences
University of Kansas

September
Jill Bettinger
VCU Pharmacology & Toxicology

SEPTEMBER

Answer the questions. What is the date of the seminar on August 22? August 22

What is the name of the speaker on September 22? Julie Hefty

What is the name of the speaker on October 3? Paige Geiger

What is the name of the speaker on November 21? Jeffrey Skolnick

What is the name of the speaker on November 28? Shreevrat Goenka

http://www.molecular-biosciences.ku.edu/~mb/seminars/

or scan the QR code to view seminar speakers' schedules